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18.6 A Sub-200mV 6T SRAM in 0.13pm CMOS inverter in the read-out path is larger for robustness and, based on
simulation, is able to drive a tri-state line with up to 64 units. In the

Bo Zhai, David Blaauw, Dennis Sylvester, Scott Hanson implemented design, the second level mux was restricted to 16
inputs, since 2kb is sufficient for the targeted sensor applications.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml The timing generation is shown in Fig. 18.6.1 and is programmable
to allow for improved performance. To address the increased vani-Subthreshold operation holds significant promise of ultra low ener- ..ality in sroed regim.e, w eimplmen edb aND-

gy operation for emerging applications such as environmental and abltinhestrsodrgm,wempmnedohNAD
gyiopericati forsemngiang appli-chationssucmanasgeniment. taclea type and NOR-type pulse generation to achieve a tunable pulse win-biomedical sensing and supply-chain management. A key obstacle dothteensbydtehafclepi.
in subthreshold design is the lack of robust and dense ultra-low
voltage memories. To address this problem, we present a 0.13gm Since the bitline is directly connected to the read-out inverter, stat-
2kb 6T SRAM fully functional from 1.2V to 193mV. To our knowl- ic current can be high when the bitline is floating. Therefore
edge, this is the first 6T SRAM capable of operating substantially bl_charge-, as well as hold_en and wr_en are asserted during stand-below threshold voltage (Vt). by mode. By enabling hold_en, the voltage droop in virGND and

virVDD is increased and equalized, compared to the droop during aPrevious work investigating subthreshold SRAM design iS present- wrt. ces
ed in [2,5,6]. However, the implementations in [2] and [6] (which we
will refer to as a mux-based memory) uses a tree-like readout path Fig. 18.6.4 shows frequency measurements for 4 chips fabricated in
implemented with muxes and incurs significant area, power and

a 0,,, ,, ' ~~~a0.13gLm bulk CMOS, showing the exponential dependence of fre-performance overheads, The lOT SHAM presented in [5] operates quency on V0D in the subthreshold regime. The array operates at a
down to 3SOmV in 65nm CMOS but requires a second power supply frequency of 5.6MHz at 0.5V and 21.5kHz at 210mV. The measured
of 48OmV for the write driver as well as memory cell redundancy. energy per access for the proposed SHAM is compared with that of

a mux-based lmemory [6] fabricated in the salme technology with
The major difficulties with traditional 6T SRAM design inl sub-

a mu-ae eoy[.fbiae ntesm ehooywt
threshmajoperadiffties withlude: tradioneal6TeSHAMndesif drine sub- identical data and an activity rate of 0.5 access/cycle in both cases.

thre shold operation 1 engti entemc ofdrivecu For equal supply voltages, our SHAM consumes approximately 31%
varentions,V

reducedI fratioin subthreshold operation heighteactofproe less energy with similar performance. The energy optimal supply
variationls 2) reduced I /I ff ratio in subthreshold opelration compro- vlae( isa 4m o u HMada 0m o h
mises robustness (see Fig. 18.6.3) and 3) the sensing voltage of max e memory The enr per Ac inc at suppl volt-
sense amplifiers does not scale with VDD. Furthermore, the differen- .

m

tial structure of traditional SRAM tends to favor 1writa.ili*1-i. ages below Vi due to the exponential increase of circuit delay and
tial struu of tradtional 6t SA tendsto favability, in the dominance of leakage current in this voltage regime. At the

subtheshodopratin atthe xpene ofreadbiliy, rsultng i respective Vmi voltages, our SHAM conlsumes 64% the enlelrgy of the
unbalanced failure rates. To address these issues, we propose a sin- m -sed memoryFlt urthRAM cnun esth emu-bse mory,
gle-ended 6T SrAM with dynamic supply voltage suppression for Vufor tempros ShAMmaces more coe toxthat ofmary,
improved writability. With no die-specific adjustments, the SRAM is fs

'. ~cal sensor processor core [6], thereby allowinlg both memory and
fully functional at a supply voltage of208mV while enabling on-chip
tuning allows operation down to 193mV. Furthermore, the design core to operate at peak energy efficiency with a single supply volt-

uses equalized voltage suppression to reduce leakage while holding age.
state. The area of the proposed 2kb SRAM is 28,600gm2, which is nearly

Fig. 18.6.1 shows the architecture of the proposed 6T SRAM with 16 half that of the mux based memory at 54000gm2. However, it is 42%
bitcells connected to one bitline. The single-ended structure has larger than a commercial high-voltage SRAM, which fails below

improved read stability while sacrificingwtT720mV in our measurements. Fig 18.6.4 also shows the leakageimpove red sabiitywhie scrficng rit stbilty.To ecoer measuremnent of the proposed SHAM both with and without assert-
write stability, the circuit uses adjustable strength header and foot- mr,
er devices [7]. When a write occurs, only the narrower headers/foot- ing the holden signal, showing approximately a 2x leakage reduc-
ers are enabled by asserting wr_en, resulting in a temporary supply tion.
voltage droop which allows the stored state to be overwritten, as Fig 18.6.5 shows the read, write and hold failure rates as a function
shown in Fig 18.6.2. To provide sufficient supply droop, a PMOS of VDD with and without the tuned footer (ft-bias) and/or body bias.(NMOS) device is used as the footer (header). Despite the supply Head and write failures are well balanced, as intended. Enabling
droop, the state of the non-accessed cells is retained, as illustrated the tuned footer does not significantly reduce the point of first fail-by the simulated butterfly curves in Fig. 18.6.3. ure, but does slow the increase in failure rate below this point, mak-

ing redundancy more advantageous. Using both the tuned footerIfncesary,afoteconroledy ft-bis allowand body bias, the voltage of first failure is reduced to 193mV. BasedvirGND and virVDD to be tuned individually for each die. Using an on the measured failure rate, use of 2% redundancy can extend theon-chip bias generator, ft-bias can be programmed to one of 6 val- minimum operating voltage to 17OmV, to allow ultra low power
ues between 0 and V00. To address die-to-die Vt shifts, NMOS and operation. Fig 18.6.5 also shows that the first hold failure occurs atPMOS body bias was also implemented. 136mV. Finally, Fig. 18.6.6 presents the energy versus frequency

In [4], it was shown that random dopant fluctuations (RDF) and die- distribution of 14 tested dice for 3 operating voltages.
to-die Vt shifts are dominant sources of drive strength variation in References:
the subthreshold regime as opposed to gate length variation, due to [1] B. Zhai, D. Blaauw, D. Sylvester, et al., "Theoretical and Practical
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Figure 18.61: Top-level organization, read-out path and pulse generator. Read out
path has a 16-to-i muxthat is sized to ensure reliahility. Pulse width and distrihution Figure 18.62: SPICE simulation ot proposed 6T SRAM with a supplyvoltage ot 250mV,
delay are programmahie to improve rohustness to variahility. 6T devicewidths are showing consecutive read and write operation and supply voltage suppression through
annotated. tunahle headers and tooters.
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Technology 0.13pm 8-metal CMOS

SRAM Size 2k bits

Area 2860055rm2

Supply Voltage 1.2V-193mV
Frequency 5.62MHz500rnmV

|21.5kHzl210mV
Energy/Access (activity rate=0.5) 1.10pJl340mV

Power 50nWl210mV

Figure 18.6.7: Die micrograph and layout.
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